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About This Content

The Music of the World collection contains 21 tracks with over an hour of music. With music inspired from all parts of the
world, there are songs for war, peace, trade, the plague and more. Enhance your game with a range of emotional songs inspired

by locations all over the globe.

Tracks

 A City

 Africa

 Debt

 Decisions

 English

 Europe

 Himalaya

 Holy
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 Impressive

 Labour

 Morning

 New Times

 Story of a Nation

 The Fields

 The Market

 The Minich

 The Plague

 The Royal Court

 Wait

 War

 Wealth
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Title: Europa Universalis III Music of the World
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP/Vista/7.0

Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900 video card

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:3-button mouse, keyboard, speakers, Internet connection for multiplayer

English,German
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When I brought this I thought I was going to praise it. No. This is a modern version of an old game but has lost most of its
charm.
I know this for sure because I still have one of the older versions and play it all the time. I tend to play it at absent moments
almost like a nasty habit have tens of thousands of hours of play on it. Literally.

No this version is awful. The sounds aren’t ‘improved’ and the visuals while polished have become a polished 'turd'. The options
are just seriously lacking (it is a ported phone game). For instance there is no option for scaling or even for windowed mode.
Still no volume control. Still has the very irritating surrender feature which it slips to you just when you’re not expecting it.
(messes up game scoring)

None of this is the real problem though, the top level Master level mode no longer works for most islands, its as simple as that.
The programmer could not increase the AI intelligence any higher and so instead turned up the aggression to the point where it
goes from being a hard fight to an impossible one. Even when you do win it is now a matter of real luck and a very hard long
slog. This wouldn’t be so bad but it has now become every game (where you can win at all) which takes all the pleasure out of it.

You have to like self torture to play this game but this new version is just taking it too far.. Army Gals is a story about a high
school student Named kyle who due to unlucky circumstances, ends up attending a "Delinquent" rehabilitation camp. Set in the
woods, kyle meets a variety of characters, the main three being edda, raen, and andrea along with several minor characters. The
story progresses as the characters interact, face perhaps deadly challenges, and have a little fun.

Art 8/10 - The art resembled Japanese animation typical of a visual novel, but it felt more american. This does not take away
from the good artwork of the characters, or the backgrounds of the game. This game does contain nudity, so please be advised.

Gameplay 10/10 - The gameplay is very limited because it is a visual novel, but thats exactly what you would expect from a
visual novel. It did it's job in telling the story, and it seems to have many routes to take which offered a wide variety of
outcomes, and a good enough compliment of possible choices.

Story 8/10 - The story was quite interesting and actually had me guessing and wanting to know what was going to come next.
Some scenes were well put together with a nice compliment of erotic, emotional, horror, and thrilling scenes. The game also
provides multiple endings to suite the tastes of the player.

Music/Sound 6/10 - The Music for this game i found was nice, but also bland. While enjoying the game, i would actually
sometimes forget that music did accompany the game.

Overall 9/10 - Overall i really enjoyed the game, clocking in 12 hours of gameplay with all achievements completed. The
amount of possible routes in the game made it fun and never boring, and well worth the 13.99$.

A few last minute comments

the owners of the game have put out an uncensored patch for the game containing adult video scenes, adult illustrations,
Adult Scenes, Character Sprites, Animated scenes, Extra adult section in the gallery, extra animation section, and you get to
unlock the steam achievment "patched at start"

http://steamcommunity.com/app/420980/discussions/0/135514231765617537/ <== uncensored path information

Also the developers of the game will also be releasing a new dlc scene with the deluxe editon some time this year.
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I highly recommend this game for any visual novel lover.. This is a very playable and good-looking Dwarf Fortress and
Minecraft crossover. Despite plans to leave early access in a few weeks, it is still unfinished, rather buggy, and a bit rough from
a UI and AI perspective. I believe these attributes to be an unintended hommage to the original Dwarf Fortress.

My perhaps biggest concern is that it has obvious scalability issues. Three additionally hired Dwarfs on top of the starting set of
five, around an hour into the game, kill FPS to a grinding halt on my box. Another gotcha: Many of the frequent updates are not
backward compatible with older save games, so essentially you start from scratch after each update. I guess that's one way to
avoid the performance issues.

I still give it a thumbs-up for providing a pretty authentic feeling Dwarf Fortress experience good for some casual experiments
on Dwarfs in their natural habitat. Also the developers deserve sympathy for open-sourcing the code and letting players fix the
bugs themselves.

Objectively this game is not worth the amount it is priced at in its current state. But I guess the warm fuzzy feeling of supporting
a group of dwarf aficionados in their foolhardy attemt to reimplement Dwarf Fortress really is priceless. Also: Things are
improving with every release.. A great little time waster wityh a decent amoun t of variety and challenge for the match three
crowd. The RPG elements and resource collecting are minimal but fit the environment and mostly don't get in the way of the
core gameplay. Thumbs up!.. Shoot 'em up but your shooter is stationary. You have to mark the target with the mouse pointer
and the shooter will automatically turn to the target - click to fire - sounds simple but you have to be really fast - I'm still stuck at
level 1.3 ho ho!. Sooo, when will the Devs finally smarten up and release an older version of the game, let it sit, and collect a
few bucks from skins?
We just want to survive maaannnnnn! Give the people what they want, unlike daybreak has always done (ignore their customer
base).
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Most of the reviews are correct. It crashes. Fortunately, it seems that I have found a solution to this problem. Just save the game
at the beginning of the game, and save more later. It works for me. I do hope that it will work for you.. 10/10, best graphics ive
seen in a while, excellent story and gameplay, would play again. This game had a lot of potential. Visually, it's awesome! Doing
any actual hunting, not so much. It's like the people who made it have never been hunting. OR, they don't know what they're
doing when it comes to programming. First, it takes forever to track down the animal you want to hunt, but then you let a round
off in the chest, neck, or head, and it just runs off. Then checking where the animal was when you shot it, and it says "flesh
wound." Then you occasionally get a vital hit, and you can't track down the animal... Games like this are supposed to be fun and
exciting. This one is boring and frustrating.. this game isnt worth the free i paid for it.. This is the first game I have purchased
while still in the Early Access stage. Normally, I steer clear of these as I have heard so many horror stories about games never
being finished and the developers basically running away with the money paid to them. However, the previous reviews had
mentioned constant updates from the developer, and... WOW! They were not kidding! This simple farming sim game in the
vein of Harvest Moon and others like it appears to be as much of a passion project for Hudell Tales as Stardew Valley was for
Concerned Ape.

Please do not let my low play time for this game (half an hour, at the time of writing this) deter you from taking my words to
heart when deciding whether or not Orange Season is a game you would like to spend your money on. I have played every
Harvest Moon title since Friends of Mineral town, even so far as to continuing with both the Harvest Moon series and Story of
Seasons games following the split between Marvelous and Nastume. Stardew Valley is my most-played game on Steam, and I
even have it for the PS4 because I adore it so much. So, believe me when I tell you I have plenty of experience with these sort of
games and can tell when I see a good one - even if it is still being developed.

I'm not going to lie. There are a few issues I ran into with the game, but these were mostly just small bugs and they've already
been ironed out as far as I can tell. Bugs such as these are going to be present in a game which is still in Early Access, and it
bugs me (pun not intended) that people always seem to focus on them when reviewing a game which has not been "officially"
released. Any such issues I have had have been MINOR, and have not affected the gameplay as a whole to the point where I had
to scrap my save and start over.

One of the biggest problems I have with the game - which is more of a nitpick than an actual problem - is the lack of choice in
the character creator. While I appreciate that the developer has recently added in the ability to play your character as
transgender (yay inclusion!), you still must play as the generic male or female model type with only the ability to change hair
and skin color. Yes, I know the Harvest Moon/Story of Seasons games are pretty much the same, but Stardew Valley gave us a
wide variety of things like hairstyles and clothing items to choose from in order to make every character unique to their player. I
am hoping more options will be added into a later update. Yes, I know mods are a thing for the game... but I have not installed
any of them and probably won't until after the game's final release in order to preserve things as the developer intended them
during the ongoing development cycle.

It's saying a lot when the only true complaint you have is a lack of variety in your own character model, I think. That's why I can
confidently say that anyone who is a lover of farming sims and/or a fan of Stardew Valley and looking for a little more of that
sort of game to scratch their itch should seriously consider picking up Orange Season. Even with the game still being in Early
Access, you will not be disapppointed! On the contrary, with the constant updates and additions from Hudell Tales, you will only
have more to look forward to as time passes with this game in your library.. Puts cs:go to shame.. A much improved AI in 2018
adds significantly to the realism provided by the game. If you enjoy sports management games you'll probably take a liking to
the realistic simulation that plays well with the management side. Two strong modes, career (full team management) and pro
cyclist (career path of an individual rider) outshine the other options and offer many hours of playability. Real riders available
on the Steam Workshop will make any pro cycling enthusiast want to purchase this game year after year (seven straight for
myself). The price point isn't great but worth it for a true fan and well worth it to pick up on a sale for those unsure of the
franchise. Has a few bugs, but getting better each year, and the graphics are pretty nice.. So promising, a dwarf frortress for
normal peoples. But for me there is twokiller bugs on linux : 1 : we can't load a savegame. 2 : performance issues after 2-3 hours
(and i can't save :,( so sad )
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